
Hell March Code: Redeployment 10 Digits Calculation Method into 11 Digits Calculation Method.
This world has a major infection called 10 Digits Calculation Methods Infection & all Calculations further based on 10 Digits there outcomes are all 
declared to Not Numeric Numbers by higher science called 11 Digits Numeric Number Calculation Method.

The 10 Digits Number System has the following digits: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 and is violating old Egyptian hieroglyphs &
The 11 Digits Numeric Number System has the following digits: ∞, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 considered as Higher Science and has the possibility 
for all outcomes known as Numeric Number Outcomes.

With 10 Digit Number System the following problem occurs: 1 part to 3 written in Number is never a numeric outcomes because online Calculator
https://keisan.casio.com/calculator with set the amount of digits behind the dot to 3 gives the out comes 0.333 when I give the formulas 0.333 x 3 
it presents me the out comes 0.999 now this is a round down fail of 0.001, With 11 Digits Numeric Number system 1 part to 3 is written in numeric 
Number as 0.3∞3 and if we calculate further then 0.3∞3 x 3 will be presented as 1.0∞0

I hope you understand that all numbers revolved out of 10 Digits Number System Calculation Methods are all Not Numeric Numbers Compared with
the outcomes of 11 Digits Numeric Number System Calculation Methods! Our Scientific Bible called the BINAS stands full with round down & round 
up fails and all calculations further what inclusive numbers out of the BINAS are logic infected to!

And the BINAS did not handle an old mathematic law known as: When one of the Numbers inside a table is non-integer All Numbers inside that 
table must have the same amount of digits behind the dot to make insurance for the lowest amount of round down and round up fails as possible. 
With the use of 11 Digits Numeric Number system this mathematic law comes to fall away but not before, that’s really rough of BINAS 
Organisation! 

I Marcel Alexander Roelfszema Will Work It Out for ones and for all & wish me good luck, I need it because the entire world is infected with 
revolved out of 10 Digits Number Calculation System what is the main reason of many things what we have not realized in practicum such as the 
necessarily medicines or equal currency ratio. (For More information click this Download Link.)
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